Residual-stress-induced helical long period fiber gratings for sensing applications.
We demonstrate a high-efficiency grating fabrication system, which can be used to inscribe a high-quality helical long period fiber grating (HLPFG) on single-mode fiber by means of hydrogen-oxygen flame. Such the HLPFG can be produced in enormous quantities with a uniform grating parameters and good reproducibility of grating inscription. Possible mechanisms for refractive index modulation in the HLPFG can be attributed to residual stress concentration by solidifying the periodic twisting stress under a fused status of optical fiber. Moreover, the HLPFG exhibits an excellence performance of high temperature sensing with a high sensitivity of ~132.8 pm/°C and a measuring range from room temperature to 900 °C. Comparing to the traditional LPFG fabricated by CO2 laser or arc discharge technique, the HLPFG has a low the bending and tensile strain sensitivity of 1.94 nm/(1/m) and 1.41 pm/με, respectively. So the proposed HLPFG could have a great potential in special applications as optical high-temperature sensors.